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ENHANCED DBSCAN WITH HIERARCHICAL TREE FOR WEB RULE MINING
NEELIMA GULLIPALLI∗ AND SIREESHA RODDA†
Abstract. Like other mining, web mining is also necessary to increase the power of web search engine to identify the intended
web page and web document. While processing with large datasets, there arises several issues associated with space availability,
similarity relationships between different webpage’s and running time. Hence, this paper intends to develop an enhanced web mining
model based on two contributions. At first, the hierarchical tree is framed, which produces different categories of the searching
queries (different web pages). Next, to hierarchical tree model, enhanced Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with
Noise (DBSCAN) technique model is developed by modifying the traditional DBSCAN. This technique results in proper session
identification from raw data. Moreover, this technique offers the optimal level of clusters necessitated for hierarchical clustering.
After hierarchical clustering, the rule mining is adopted. The traditional rule mining technique is generally based on the frequency;
however, this paper intends to enhance the traditional rule mining based on utility factor as the second contribution. Hence the
proposed model for web rule mining is termed as Enhanced DBSCAN-based Hierarchical Tree (EDBHT). It benefits in providing
the search results depending on high level information (e.g., location), so that the ability of search engine in providing the interesting
association rules can be improved. Next, to the implementation, the performance of proposed EDBHT is found to be enhanced
when compared over several traditional models.
Key words: Rule Mining; Hierarchical Clustering; Searching Behaviour; DBSCAN; A priori Algorithm.
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1. Introduction. With the increase in usuage of devices [35], weblog analysis software can be used to
analyze the server logfile otained from web server and depending on the standards present in the log file,insights
into the manner in which pages are accessed , the user accessing the relavent webpages and the duration for
which perticular webpage is accessd, are gained [1]. The web server normally generates log files earlier; hence
the original data is available in advance. Also, the web server consistently files each deal it makes [2]. Log files
include details on visits from search engine spiders. Companies and organizations depend on the corresponding
websites to communicate with their clients [3,38]. Maintaining present customers and drawing effective websites
thrust such companies, associations,and foundations to come across the striking way to create their websites
helpful and capable [4,34,37]. To attain this objective, several reviewing efforts have to be made [5]. These tasks
can be done in two random modes. Clients of a particular website could be sought to assess their practice of
browsing [5,6]. Subsequently, the performance will be engaged in progressing the construction and/or content
depending on the response that is arrived to offer a feedback [2,7,36]. The involuntary navigational account
recorded by clients’ is also checked up consequently [1,8].
Web Mining [9,10] can be categorized into three diverse categories, based on the types of data to be
mined. They include web content mining, web usage mining and web structure mining [11,12]. A lot of web
testing equipment subsist however they were restricted,and the effectiveness of such equipments is in a state
of excellence [13,14]. Several data mining algorithms have been successfully employed to weblog analysis to
better understanding of the user behaviour. Clustering and classification are proving helpful with such issues
[3,15,16]. There exist a lot of schemes for producing association rules. A priori algorithm [17] is a well-known
and significant approach to discover association rules [5,18]. Improvements obtained from the research that are
held over years are integrated to existing web systems for acquiring more successful suggestions.
In addition, data mining approaches have been helpful to deal with sparsity and presentation issues as
they were not only dependent on invention assessments but also on various other attributes [19,20]. Hence,
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it is essential to discover such algorithms that are considerably perceptive to sparsity for obtaining accurate
recommendations [6,21,22]. The algorithm scrutinizes the training dataset once more to construct a frequent
pattern tree (FP-tree) [6,23,24]. These trees are well-organized data structures to offer linear time solutions
to risky problems in string [2]. A tree for all the data record can be obtained by adding a non-natural parent
node in addition to nodes of data record [1,25,26,27]. Decision tree can also provide solution to complex issues
in a string [28]. A decision tree is a decision support tool that adopts a tree-like design or graph of decisions
and their possible effects, including utility, resource costs,and chance event outcomes [29,30]. Though several
methods exist for supporting web mining, still need to be properly addressed.
This paper contributes an improved web mining scheme depending on two contributions. Initially, the
hierarchical tree is framed that generates various categories of searching queries. Then, a relevant model is
implemented by modifying the conventional clustering method known as DBSCAN that can also be referred as
enhanced DBSCAN technique. This model results in appropriate session identification from raw data. From
the DBSCAN, the optimal level of clusters can be obtained, which is then provided to hierarchical model.
Subsequent to the formation of clusters from hierarchical tree model, the A priori algorithm is adopted from
which the interesting association rules can be obtained. The paper is organized as follows. Section II analyses
the related works and reviews done on this topic. In addition, section III describes the newly adopted web
rule mining model and section IV explains Enhanced DBSCAN-based Hierarchical Tree. Section Vconfirms the
results. At last, section VIconcludes the paper.
2. Literature Survey.
2.1. Related works. Sheng sheng Shi et al. [1] have presented a paper based on a novel scheme said to
be AutoRM that mines data accounts from a Web page without human intervention. This includes three steps,
namely, building the DOM tree of the specified web page, mining the entire groups of neighboring Candidate
data Records (C-Records) from the DOM tree, drawing out real data accounts from C-Records. In several pages
of web, analogous data accounts are dispersed in larger and neighboring objects that are similar. The results
obtained from experiments show that AutoRM is very eﬀicient, and outperforms conventional approaches.
Abdelghani Guerbas et al. [2] has presented a novel algorithm called DBSCAN algorithm to enhance the
weblog mining procedure and online navigational pattern assumption. The procedure involves three diverse
mechanisms, (1) implementing an advanced time-out dependent heuristic for session detection. (2) Suggestion
of using a particular density-dependent technique for navigational pattern discovery. (3) At last, an innovative
mechanism for well-organized online as sumption was provided. The performed analysis reveals the significance
and usefulness of the presented method.
V. Sujatha et al. [3] presented a novel saliency detection algorithm called Patterns Using Clustering and
Classification (PUCC). which offers the assumption from web log data. In the initial step PUCC concerns
on partitioning the probable clients in weblog data, and in the subsequent step, clustering is adopted to
assemble the effective users with equal attention,and in the third step, the outcomes of categorization and
clustering are employed to guess the prospect of requests from users. The analyzed outcomes signified that
this mechanism could produce abetter quality of clustering for customer navigation pattern. Rui Liu [4] has
presented web-video-mining-supported surgical workflow modeling (webSWM) that offers workflow model with
a little cost and labor eﬀicient methods. Also, a testing method for determining the quality of video depending
upon study and sentiment investigation methods is produced to choose videos with high-quality from large
and noisy videos in the web. Moreover, a numerical learning technique is adopted to construct the workflow
representation depending on certain videos. Better out comes confirmed the exactness of the produced SWM
and SWM-associated skills.
Mingxing Wu et al. [5] suggested an approach called A priori algorithm that depends on web mining
to study the product usability process. This method adopts the enormous online consumer reviews on similar
products and characteristics as data basis that is simple to obtain from web and can reproduce the most eﬀicient
client opinions on the usage of products. Association rule mining methods are utilized to take out the opinions
of consumers about the use of product and its characteristics. Moreover, it is employed for mining organization
rules, depending on which a usability valuation technique is offered. Maria N.Morenoet al. [6] presented a paper
on MovieLensdatabase that proposes a total structure to agree with certain significant sparsity, scalability, first
rater and cold start issues. Even though the structure is represented to movies’ suggestion and considered
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in the corresponding framework, it can be simply comprehended in various domains. It maintains diverse
assumption designs for constructing recommendations based on specific situations. Such designs are induced
by data mining approaches that are used as data for input in both product and consumer attributes ordered
based on specific domain ontology. Experimental results on a various multispectral data sets and an evaluation
with other methods exhibit the strength of the proposed method in identifying objects.
Ziang Li et al. [7] has presented effective Support Vector Regressions (SVR) architecture which is underpinned by a domain ontology that obtains joblessness associated concepts and their dealings to assist the mining
of helpful assumption characteristics from related search engine queries. Further, conventional feature selection
techniques and data mining designs like neural networks (NN) and SVR are utilized to improve the eﬀiciency
of unemployment rate assumption. The results obtained from experiments demonstrate that the presented
method performs better than other techniques that were deployed for unemployment rate prediction.
Dirk Thorleuchteret al. [8] presented a paper based on Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) algorithm that
focuses on automated recognition of weak signals. This enhances prevailing knowledge dependent methods, as
LSI considers the aspects of meaning and thus, related textual patterns in diverse contexts can be identified. A
new weak signal maximization approach is established that replaces the usually adopted prediction modeling in
LSI. It measures the numerous related weak signals that are addressed in singular value decomposition (SVD)
dimensions. Thus, it is revealed that the proposed method enables organizations to recognize weak signals from
the internet for a known suggestion.
2.2. Review. Table 2.1 shows the methods, features, and challenges of conventional techniques based
on web block data mining. At first, Auto RM algorithm exhibits certain unique properties that require only
one Web page. Further, there is no any necessity for vertically distributed data records,but it requires a area
containing two data records and also it could not obtain and align data items between unique data records
[1]. Moreover, DBSCAN algorithm is presented where the log file can be accessed without knowing the user’s
identity. The lacking factor in this algorithm is that it is highly complex and there is no any consideration of
combined density-based clustering [2]. PUCC algorithm separates the potential users in weblog data,and it also
improves the quality of clustering for user navigation pattern. However, there is no analyzation of performance
eﬀiciency,and there are no suggestions in the direction of exploiting association rules for prediction engine [3].
Furthermore, webSWM algorithm solves the knowledge scalability issue in surgical workflowdesign and selects
videos from enormous, noisy web videos. Here, there is no consideration of computer-vision-based scheme to
fragment the surgical video and moreover, there is no implementation of produced SWM knowledge on the
prediction of phase which is said to be a challenge in this paper [4]. On the contrary, A priori algorithm
helps modelers to analyze the usability of product features and also it provides decision supports to alleviate
FF in product development. However, there are limitations for some unpopular products in the related online
reviews,and this method is computationally expensive [5]. In addition, MovieLens database possesses the ability
to handle various predictive models for generating suggestions depending on particular circumstances,and it can
be extended to various other domains, anyhow, it is more complex due to the application of several procedures
[6]. SVR is much suited for obtaining the lowest average RMSE and MAE,and further, it achieves the best
prediction performance. However, it should be combined with wrapper-based forward selection for better
achievement [7]. LSI algorithm enables an organization to identify weak signals and helps strategic planners
to react ahead of time, yet, the occurrence of new weak signals is not visible,and there are no any applications
indicating parameter selection procedure [8]. Thus the challenges in various techniques enforce to improve the
web mining more effectively in the current work.
3. Newly Contributed Web Rule Mining Model.
3.1. Proposed architecture. The overall architecture of the proposed model is given by Fig. 3.1. for
enhancing the ability of search engine in offering the interesting association rules. Initially, the raw data is
processed using four processing steps which include data cleaning, user identification, session identification
and path completion. Data cleaning is the process of eliminating the irrelevant items from the log file. After
cleaning, the cleaned data is forwarded for user identification; there how many users visited the website is
identified with the help of IP address. Next to user identification, session identification process takes place.
Session is the time between logged in and logged out. This activity is to find the sequence of pages and trace
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Table 2.1
Review on state-of-the-art of web rule mining techniques

Author [citation]
Shengsheng Shi et al. [1]

Adopted methodology Features
AutoRM algorithm
Requires single Web page as input
No need for vertically distributed
data records
Abdelghani Guerbas et al. [2] DBSCAN
Log file can be accessed No necessity to know about user’s identity
V. Sujatha et al. [3]

PUCC

Rui Liu et al. [4]

webSWM

Mingxing Wu et al. [5]

A priori algorithm

Maria N.Morenoet al.[6]

MovieLens data base

Ziang Li et al. [7]

SVR

Dirk Thorleuchteret al. [8]

LSI

Separates the potential users in
weblog data Improves the quality
of clustering
Resolves the scalability crisis in
surgical workflowdesign Chooses
high-quality videos
Helps researchers to investigate
the usability of product characteristics Provides decision supports
to improve FF
Extends over various domains easily. Handles various predictive
models for on specific situations
Achieves the lowest average
RMSE and MAE Achieves the
best prediction performance
Enables an organization to identify weak signals Assists deliberated planners to respond ahead of
time

Challenges
Requires at least two data records
No extraction of data items among
unique data records
Highly complex No consideration
of combined density-based clustering
No analyzation of effective computation. No investigation in the direction of prediction engine
No consideration infragmenting
the surgical video No implementation of phase predicted SWM
knowledge on
Limitation for certain unpopular
products in the related online reviews Computationally expensive
Highly complex

It should be combined with
wrapper-based forward selection
for better achievement
No application of parameter selection procedure. The occurrence of
new weak signals is not visible

the user activity. This is because the user may visit many pages at a time. Moreover, the final phase of preprocessing is path completion. The path completion is the process of discovering the users travel pattern. After
pre-processing, the processed data is clustered using hierarchical clustering model. In hierarchical clustering,
the item sets are first identified and then in order In order to decide which clusters should be combined or where
a cluster should be split, a measure of dissimilarity between sets of observations is required. This is achieved
by measuring the distance between pairs of observations (Refer: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hierarchical
clustering). The distance matrix is computed followed by the computation of mean and standard deviation.
Through this model, the number of clusters has to be determined optimally, for which DBSCAN algorithm is
adopted. This is because DBSCAN has the property of grouping together the points that are close to each
other based on a distance measurement. In DBSCAN, the cluster computation is performed based on the
density reachable points with respect to equilibrium point and minimum points (min points) that results in
proving maximum possible clusters. After obtaining the accurate number of clusters from DBSCAN, it is given
to hierarchical clustering, and the clustered web pages are obtained with associated level of clustering. Hence,
the searching of web pages in each area can became to know. Further, Apriori algorithms help in determining
the searching behavior on each web page in each area.
3.2. Notations. The dataset comprises of fields and records, indicated by Dij , where dij , indicates the
data of ith , and j th , elements. The record i can be referred as i = 1, 2, . . . , Nr , in which Nr is the number of
records and the fields are denoted by j, that can be referred as j = 1, 2, . . . , Nf , where Nf is the total number
of fields. The data of each field belongs to each record i, i.e. dj ∀i, I ∈ A, includes a set of attributes denoted
by A, that can be represented as a1 , a2 , . . . , an , where n is the total set of attributes. The spatial information
and searching behavior of people in various locations can be obtained as given by the following sections.
4. Enhanced DBSCAN-Based Hierarchical Tree.
4.1. Location Centric Equilibrium Point Estimation. Determining the equilibrium points ϵ is a nontrivial issue even in the nonexistence of uncertainty as it amounts to resolving a system of nonlinear equations.
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Fig. 3.1. Overall architecture of the proposed Web rule mining model

Moreover, the (ϵ) estimation offers the location-based information. In this research work, web transaction, and
the IP address is necessary for performing the clustering process. Web transaction is nothing but the web pages
from which the corresponding IP address visited.
For example, consider 5 levels with IP address and corresponding web pages as given by Table 4.1. A user
from this IP address visited web page 1, web page 2 and so on.
The main steps of hierarchical tree are given below.
Step 1: Distance matrix computation. Let i indicates the records and jdenotes the fields in the dataset.
Here, Nw indicates the total number of web pages. The levels of clustering are denoted as K, where K =
1, 2, . . . , NL , where NL indicates the total number of levels.
The distance matrix for K th level is expressed in Eq. (4.1), where dkij represents the distance between ith
and j th web pages at k th level.
(k)

DIk = dij

(4.1)
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Table 4.1
Various Levels Of Web Transactions
Sl.no
1
2
3
4
5

IP address
199.55.6.7
199.45.4.5
199.48.5.8
199.36.9.8
199.57.5.6

Web transactions
12
123
145
12
13

Table 4.2
Model of Web Transaction for Distance Computation
Sl.no
1
2
3
4
5

IP address
1
2
3
6
7

dij = 0

Web transactions
12
13
13
42
34

if i = j

(4.2)

The number of levels may increase or decrease based on number of web pages, which is given in Eq. (4.3).
NL = Nw − 1

(4.3)

Moreover, the number of clusters Ci formed at K th level is also based on number of web pages, as given by
Eq. (4.4).
Nc(k) = Nw − k






DIk = 




(4.4)
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(4.5)

There is a procedure for determining the distance between the IP addresses of various web pages. Let A be
the set of web pages, which is searched by different IP addresses. Similarly, B be another set, which is searched
by different IP addresses. If the similar web pages are detected in both A and B, i.e. A ∩ B, then the similar
data in both the web transactions have to be discarded, as given by Eq. (4.6) and Eq. (4.7).
A = A − (A ∩ B)

(4.6)

B = B − (A ∩ B)

(4.7)

An example for finding the distance between the web pages for various IP addresses is given by Table. 4.1.
Let us assume the web transactions 1 and 2, which can be determined as given in the subsequent steps.
For example, let us consider the web address 199.55.10.8 as 1, 199.16.1.0 as 2, 199.55.6.7 as 3, 201.50.60.1 as
6 and 199.55.6.7 as 7. From Table 4.1, the web page transactions from page 1 is (1, 2, 3). Similarly, the web
page transaction from web page 2 is (1, 6). The common IP address , found in both the transactions can be
eliminated. Thus, the unique address selection for web page 1 can be represented as (2, 3) and the unique
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Fig. 4.1. Representation of distance matrix

address selection for web page 2 can be indicated as 6. Consider 2 as 199.16.1.0 and 3 as 199.55.6.7 and 6 as
201.50.60.1. On considering the Euclidean distance between (2, 6), and (3,6) the Eq. (4.8) can be obtained.
p
p
T = (199−201)2+(16−50)2+(6−60)2+(0−1)2, T = (199−201)2+(55−50)2+(6−60)2+(0−1)2 (4.8)

Thus the final distance Td can be evaluated by dividing the distance between (2, 6) and (3, 6) by the average
distance as given by Eq. (4.9):
Td =

T (2, 6)
68.13
=
,
TA
61.364

Td =

54.598
T (3, 6)
=
TA
61.364

(4.9)

On assuming 5*5 levels of data points, for the given web pages, the distance matrix can be computed as
given by Fig. 4.1.
Step 2: Computation of mean and standard deviation. The mean µ is computed for every field j and is
repeated for different levels. Hence at the end, µ1 µ2 µ3N L will be calculated, where µ1 is the mean of the first
level, µ2 is the mean of the second level andµN L is the mean of the last level. The overall mean of the entire
levels can be computed as given by Eq. (4.10).
µ=

NL
1 X
µk
NL

(4.10)

k=1

Similarly, the standard deviation is evaluated for every field j, and then the standard deviation is computed.
This overall standard deviation can be determined as given by Eq. (4.11).
s
PNc
2
k=1 (µk − µ)
δ=
(4.11)
NL − 1
The computation of mean and standard deviation for the various levels is given by Fig. 4.2. From the Fig. 4.2,
the computation of mean is obtained for all the five levels. Fig. 4.2.(a) gives the value of µ1 as 1.52, similarly,
Fig. 4.2.(b) gives the value of µ2 as 1.41, also, from Fig. 4.2.(c) the mean value of µ3 can be obtained as 0.33
and from Fig. 4.2.(d), the mean value of µ4 can be attained as 0.5. On taking the average of all the mean
values, µ =0.75 can be achieved. Moreover, the standard deviation can be formulated as given by Eq. (4.11).
Accordingly, the standard deviation δ can be obtained as 0.38.
Step 3: Computation of Equilibrium points. The equilibrium point is evaluated further using the overall
mean and overall standard deviation. In the proposed architecture, the value of ϵ is based on the hierarchical
clustering model, which can be evaluated by summation of µ and δ as shown by Eq. (4.12).
ϵ=µ+δ

(4.12)
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Fig. 4.2. Representation of mean computation in hierarchical clustering for (a) First low level (b) second low level (c) Third
level (d) Fourth level

Let us consider the field and records as 5 × 5 where the distance for the entire fields are represented by dij .
Moreover, the mean of each level is given by µC1 to µC5 . Accordingly, the overall mean for all the levels are
evaluated and considered as µ=0.75. Similarly, the standard deviation of the entire levels are calculated and
regarded as δ=0.38. Now, the ϵ evaluates to 1.13 based on Eq. (4.12).
4.2. DBSCAN Model. Using DBSCAN, the optimal number of clusters for the entire levels can be
obtained, by which hierarchical clustering takes place. DBSCAN algorithm describes the cluster as an area
of densely linked points partitioned by areas of non-dense points. If the equality evaluation is considered as
Euclidean distance, the region is a hypersphere of radius at the specified point as center denoted by p.
ϵ-neighbourhood: For a point, the ϵ - neighborhood indicates the group of points, where the distance from x ≤
ϵ. The cardinality of ϵ-neighbourhood explains the threshold density of x.
ϵ-connected: On considering a pair of points, if x, y ϵ D,if ∥x-y∥≤ϵ, then x, y are ϵ-connected points.
In DBSCAN technique, all the points in the dataset would rely on either border point or core point.
Moreover, a border point may be density connected point or noise point.
Core point: At this point, the condition threshold dencity ≥ min pts is followed.
Border point: At this point, threshold dencity min pts is followed.
Noise point: At this point, p is a noise point if the threshold dencity (p) <min pts and the entire points in the
ϵ-neighbourhood of p are border points.
Density-connected point: It is also a border point with a minimum of one core point in itsϵ-neighbourhood.
The algorithm for DBSCAN is in Algorithm 1.
4.3. Extracting dendrogram. Based on the number of clusters obtained from the DBSCAN technique,
the dendogram is designed from which the desired level can be attained. E.g., consider the number of clusters
as 3 that is obtained from DBSCAN. Therefore, the dendogram can be modeled as given by Fig. 4.1, where
the level 4 includes one cluster, level 3 includes two clusters, level 2 includes three clusters, and level 1 includes
four clusters. From the Fig. 4.1, for = 3, the cluster 1 consists of web pages 1 and 2. Similarly, cluster 2
includes web pages 3 and 4. Also, cluster 3 comprises of web page 5. Therefore, it can be concluded that web
page combinations of (1, 2) are visited by users of similar or nearby locations. Also, web page combination of
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Algorithm 2: DBSCAN Technique
1
2
3
4

Mark all patterns in D as unvisited
Cluid ← 1
for each unvisted pattern x in D do
z ← Discover neighbors (x,ϵ, min pts)

if |z|<min pts then
Point out x as noise
7 else
8
Point out x and every pattern of z with cluid
9
Queue-list← every unvisited patterns of z
10
repeat
11
y← Remove a pattern from Queue-list
12
z← Discover neighbors (x,ϵ, min pts)
13
if |z |≥ min pts then
14
for all pattern do
15
if w in z then
16
Point out w with cluid
5

6

17
18

19
20
21
22

if w is unvisited then
Queue-list← ∪ Queue-list
Point out y as visited end until
until Until Queue-list is empty;
Point out x as visited cluid←+1
Output: every patterns in D pointed with cluid or noise

Fig. 4.3. Representation of dendrograms in Hierarchical clustering

(3, 4) is visited by users of similar or nearby locations and web page 5 is visited by users of similar or nearby
locations. Fig. 4.3 shows the representation of dendogram in hierarchical clustering model.
4.4. A priori algorithm. The spatial distribution of various web pages can be obtained using A priori
algorithm. Association rule generation is generally partitioned into two phases [32]. The initial one is the
minimum support, which is deployed to discover the entire frequent item sets contained in a database. The
next one is the frequent itemsets and the minimum confidence constraint that are exploited to form rules.
The initial phase requires more consideration, but the second phase is straightforward. Discovering the
entire frequent itemsets in a database is complex as it entails exploring the entire feasible combinations of
items. The set of probable itemsets is the power set over and it includes a size of 2n − 1. Even though the size
of the power setenlarges gradually in the count of items n in i, proficient search is made feasible by means of
the downward-closure characteristics of support that assures that, for a frequent itemset, all the corresponding
subsets are frequent and similarly, for an infrequent item set, its relative super sets should be infrequent.By
deploying this feature, proficient techniques could be able to detect the entire frequent item sets. The pseudo
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code of A priori algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2, which can easily determine the searching behavior of
clustered web pages.
Algorithm 3: A priori algorithm
Data: D is the database and min is the minimum support
1 Procedure A priori (D, min support)
2 L1 = frequent items
3 for k=2; Lk − 1! = Θ; k++ do
4
Ck =candidates generated from Lk−1
5
// that is Cartesian product Lk−1 ∗ Lk−1 and k − 1 size item set that is not frequent
6
for every transaction t in the database do
7
#increment the count of the entire candidates in Ck that are available in t
8
Lk = candidates in Ck with min support
9

Return Uk Lk ;

4.5. Proposed EDBHT Algorithm. The proposed web rule mining algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 4: Proposed EDBHT model
Data: Web data D
Result: Web rules Ri , i = 1, 2, . . . , Nc
1 for every level in Hierarchical tree TH do
2
Determine dij
3
Calculate µk

10

Calculate µ and δ from µ using Eq. (4.10) and Eq. (4.11), respectively
Estimate ε using Eq. (4.12)
Construct TH
NL ← DBSCAN(ε, Min point)
Extract cluster from T (K) : k = NL
for every cluster do
Ri ← apriori(Ci )

11

Return Ri

4
5
6
7
8
9

5. Results And Discussion.
5.1. Simulation Procedure. The proposed scheme was implemented in JAVA, and the results were
obtained. The proposed scheme was executed based on the NASA weblog dataset [33]. The dataset includes
two traces that comprises of two month’s worth of all HTTP requests to the NASA Kennedy Space Center
WWW server in Florida. The proposed EDBHT model was compared with conventional algorithms such as
DBHT 1 (ϵ=19), DBHT 2 (ϵ=21), DBHT 1 (ϵ=25) and traditional algorithm and the outcomes were analyzed.
5.2. Spatial Index Analysis. The implemented scheme for extracting the interesting association rules
was analyzed based on spatial index analysis. Accordingly, from Table 5.2, for cluster 1, when the support value
is 0.05, the proposed model is 2.65% better than DBHT 1, 0.61% better than DBHT 2, and 10.41% better than
DBHT 3 techniques. Similarly, from Fig. 5.1.(a), for cluster 1, it can be observed that, when the support value
is 0.2, the implemented design is 2.65% superior to DBHT 1, 0.61% superior to DBHT 2, and 10.41% superior
to DBHT 3 methods. Also from Fig. 5.1.(b), when the support value is 0.4, the suggested method is 2.65%
better than DBHT 1, 0.61% better than DBHT 2 and, 10.41% better than DBHT 3 algorithms.
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Table 5.1
Spatial Index Computation Of Proposed Over Conventional Web Rule Mining With Respect To Support Value At 0.05

Method
Method
Proposed
DBHT 1
DBHT 2
DBHT 3
Traditional

Support value 1=0.05
Cluster 1
cluster 2
Cluster 1
cluster 2
364.658
364.259
374.3258
373.8744
366.9055
370.9248
402.6452
385.5523
288.9584
-

cluster 3
cluster 3
365.5082
375.1143
372.1198
381.4983
-

Fig. 5.1. Spatial index analysis for proposed over conventional rule mining with respect to support value at (a) 0.2 (b) 0.4
Table 5.2
Spatial index computation of proposed over conventional web rule mining with respect to confidence value at 0.5

Method
Method
Proposed
DBHT 1
DBHT 2
DBHT 3
Traditional

Confidence value 1=0.5
Cluster 1
cluster 2
Cluster 1
cluster 2
364.658
364.259
374.3258
373.4833
366.9055
374.3258
402.6452
366.9055
288.7682
-

cluster 3
cluster 3
365.5082
378.0071
374.3258
374.3258
-

In addition, from Table 5.2, for cluster 1, when the confidence value is at 0.5, the presented model is 2.65%
superior to DBHT 1, 0.61% superior to DBHT 2 and, 10.41% superior to DBHT 3 methods. Moreover, from
Fig. 5.2.(a), when the confidence value is set at 0.3, the proposed design is 2.65% better than DBHT 1, 0.61%
better than DBHT 2, and 10.41% better than DBHT 3 methods. Also, from Fig. 5.2.(b), when the confidence
value is fixed at 0.1, the implemented mechanism is 2.65% superior to DBHT 1, 0.61% superior to DBHT 2,
and 10.41% superior to DBHT 3 algorithms. The traditional technique was seemed to attain better results in
some cases, but the process of clustering was not adopted in the conventional method, and hence the obtained
results are not reliable. Thus the superiority of the implemented scheme was verified successfully.
5.3. Frequency rule analysis. The suggested EDBHT method for rule mining was analyzed in terms
of the frequency rule analysis for database. From Table 5.3, the when the value of support value is 0.05,
the implemented model is 46% superior to DBHT 1, 12% superior to DBHT 2, 56.7% superior to DBHT 3
techniques. Similarly, from Fig. 5.3.(a), it can be observed that, when the support value is 0.2, the implemented
design is 46% better than DBHT 1, 12% better than DBHT 2 and, 56.7% better than DBHT 3 methods. Also
from Fig. 5.3.(b), when the support value is 0.4, the suggested method is 46% superior to DBHT 1, 12%
superior to DBHT 2, 56.7% better than DBHT 3 algorithms.
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Fig. 5.2. Spatial index analysis for proposed over conventional rule mining with respect to confidence value at (a) 0.3 (b) 0.1
Table 5.3
Frequency rule computation of proposed over conventional web rule mining with respect to support value at 0.05

Method
Method
Proposed
DBHT 1
DBHT 2
DBHT 3
Traditional

Support value 1=0.05
Cluster 1
cluster 2
Cluster 1
cluster 2
0.003
0.001
0.004385
0.004143
0.003364
0.003917
0.004667
0.004043
0.126708
-

cluster 3
cluster 3
0.0014
0.004525
0.004081
0.004168
-

Fig. 5.3. Frequency rule analysis for proposed over conventional rule mining with respect to confidence value at (a) 0.2 (b) 0.4

Moreover, from Table 5.4, when the confidence value is at 0.5, the presented model is 46% better than
DBHT 1, 12% better than DBHT 2, 56.7% better than DBHT 3 approaches. Moreover, from Fig. 5.4.(a),
when the confidence value is set at 0.6, the proposed design is 46% superior to DBHT 1, 012% superior to
DBHT 2, 56.7% superior to DBHT 3 techniques. Also, from Fig. 5.4.(b), when the confidence value is fixed at
0.7, the implemented mechanism is 46% better than DBHT 1, and 12% better than DBHT 2, and 56.7% better
than DBHT 3 schemes. The compared traditional scheme is seemed to be better, but as clustering technique
was not adopted in traditional scheme, the result could not be considered reliable.
6. Conclusions. This paper has presented an enhanced web mining method on the basis of two contributions. Primarily, the hierarchical tree was developed that produced several categories of searching queries.
Subsequently, the enhanced DBSCAN technique was adopted from which the required levels of clusters can
be attained. Moreover, this scheme results in appropriate session identification from raw data. The level of
clusters obtained from DBSCAN was again given to the hierarchical tree model. Following the formation of
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Table 5.4
Frequency Rule Computation Of Proposed Over Conventional Web Rule Mining With Respect To Confidence Value At 0.5

Method
Method
Proposed
DBHT 1
DBHT 2
DBHT 3
Traditional

Confident value 1=0.5
Cluster 1
cluster 2
Cluster 1
cluster 2
0.003
0.001
0.004385
0.003933
0.003364
0.004385
0.004667
0.003364
0.141667
-

cluster 3
cluster 3
0.0014
0.005417
0.004385
0.004385
-

Fig. 5.4. Frequency rule analysis for proposed over conventional rule mining with respect to confidence value at (a) 0.6 (b) 0.7

hierarchical tree structure, the enhanced rule mining model was exploited from which the interesting association
rules can be attained. Moreover, the proposed technique was compared with the conventional algorithms like
DBHT 1, DBHT 2, DBHT 3 and traditional schemes and the results were obtained. From the spatial index
analysis, when the support value is 0.05, the suggested model was 2.65% better than DBHT 1, 0.61% better
than DBHT 2 and 10.41% better than DBHT 3 techniques. Thus the superiority of the implemented scheme
was proved successfully over traditional web rule mining models.
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